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Editor's Preface 

This is the first volume to which the Society's proposed scheme for publication in two 
levels, that is, a printed shorter version and a full version in microfiche, has been 
applied. Since the reports concerned were written before the scheme came into 
operation the relationship between the two versions is ·not necessarily the one which 
will be adopted in future. It is anticipated that the normal procedure will be for 
authors to prepare reports from the outset with the two versions in mind, so that the 
printed version will be a true synthesis of results and discussion, and the microfiche 
a complete detailed report, containing more than it has ever been possible to publish 
hitherto. In the present case it was not thought possible to ask the authors to re-write 
completely, so the treatment is rather arbitrary and differs between the two papers. 
In the main the shortened version has been achieved by excluding descriptions of 
finds not selected for illustration, I am grateful to the authors for their co-operation 
in undertaking the extra work involved in preparing the two versions. 

For convenience of reference when using the microfiches, the full contents lists, the 
bibliography and all the illustrations are included in the printed version. Throughout 
the printed version there are references to the microfiches when additional material 
may be found there. It should be noted that there are separate microfiches for the two 
papers, each having its own sequence of page numbers. _ 

The publication of Dr Dawson's paper has been assisted by a grant from the 
Southwark and Lambeth Archaeological Society and this has enabled a somewhat 
higher proportion of it to be printed than would otherwise have been possible. 

J.M.H. 
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